


Wright Quarry Products Ltd. have been supplying materials to the 
construction industry for over 50 years. The company progressed
from quarrying to readymix concrete in 1975. Ten years later a pre-
cast 
concrete manufacturing facility was introduced providing a wide
range of products for the construction and agricultural markets.

2001 saw the expansion of facilities to accommodate the manufac-
ture of SpanWright Flooring. This new precast concrete flooring sys-
tem, designed specifically for the residential market, is the first of its
kind to be manufactured in the Republic of Ireland.

The benefits of SpanWright Flooring for homeowners have resulted
in it fast becoming the preferred choice at first floor level in new
houses. Builders can also take advantage of the features that save
both time and money.

history

SpanWright concrete flooring

• Is a precast concrete flooring system.

• Is designed for residential use.

• Is commonly used at ground and first floor level.

• Is a popular alternative to traditional timber joist flooring systems.

safe and sound

Thermal Efficiency - 
A Warmer Home

Using concrete slabs in your home

provides a facility whereby heat is

absorbed during the day and released

during the night. 

Secure Investment - 
A Durable Home

Timber shrinkage and creaking floors

will be eliminated. Security, privacy

and resistance to wear and tear will

be increased. SpanWright slabs will

increase the sale and resale value of

your home with little extra cost.

Sound Insulation - 
A Quieter Home

Concrete slabs between ground and

first floor level greatly reduce sound

transfer throughout the dwelling. The

mass of the slabs mean that they pro-

vide superior sound resistance to any

traditional timber joist system. In

many cases sound transfer between

levels is almost eliminated. 

Fire Resistance - 
A Safer Home

The noncombustible nature of con-

crete makes it one of the best materi-

als for containing fire. 



grouted SpanWright floor provides a safe working platform for following trades which sim-
fies health and safety management. The time and material required for scaffolding will be
duced.

safe working platform provided

fast construction

standard size house can usually be covered with SpanWright flooring slabs in less than half a day. Floors can be grout-
d the same day and ready for use as a working platform the following day. This quick turn around enables greater turnover
an with the traditional timber joist system at first floor level or fill and pour at ground floor level.

user friendly - no camber

The design of SpanWright floors (reinforced concrete rather than prestressed) means
that they are level both above and below, hence greatly reducing the cost involved in fin-
ishing both ceilings and floors. In most domestic spans, a SpanWright slab can carry the
required load without the need for a structural screed. This gives the home builder a
greater variety of options when choosing the finished floor surface.

cost effective finishing

nlike the smooth underside of traditional prestressed flooring, the underside of SpanWright flooring is textured allowing
laster to be directly applied to the surface. Slabs can generally be finished with one coat of bonding followed by a skim
nish. The facility to plaster direct eliminates the need for plasterboard and battens, proving to be cost effective when
ompared to traditional methods.

secure system - grout keys 

panWright flooring units have a special shear key that enhances load transfer between units. This special grooved sys-
m, once filled with the appropriate concrete mix, enables the floor to act as one panel. As well as being a major influ-
nce in the reduction of cracks in ceilings, the grout key also provides a facility for easy fixing of suspended ceilings. The
shaped key allows a moulded batten to be secured between adjacent slabs. This batten can then be used to carry
unter battens below.

minimal waiting time - available ex-stock

panWright slabs are available ex-stock giving a faster response time. Lengths are available in 50mm increments from
0m to 6.5m. Approximately 20,000 square metres of SpanWright concrete flooring are held in stock at all times.

easy installation

panWright flooring slabs are narrower and therefore lighter than most other concrete floor-
g products. This enables the majority of SpanWright slabs, supplied to both ground and first
or level, to be placed by our lorry mounted cranes.

underfloor heating made easier

oncrete floors such as those manufactured by SpanWright are the preferable option when using an underfloor heating
stem. Underfloor heating manufacturers recommend that placing the heating pipes within a concrete screed offers “the
ghest thermal capacity” as against timber alternatives.



finishing SpanWright slabs

Non structural screed

slab with non structural screed

slab with timber batten finish

slab with structural screed
(used where higher loadings are required)

Insulation

Specially designed shear key ties slabs together

into one unit

Services for above and below located in screed

35N10 grout in shear keys

Floorboards/finished floor fixed to timber batten

Timber batten placed on floor

Electrical services fixed to battens

35N10 grout in shear keys

Plaster applied directly to textured soffit of slab

Heating pipes located between battens

Rubber spacers are often placed between the battens and the slab to reduce the transfer of impact noise through the floor.

The requirement for a screed will be indicated on your customer drawing.

When screed is structural, grout and 

screed must be placed together.

Structural screed

Services fixed to battens below slabs

Plasterboard finish below

Slabs coated with bonding before placing of structural screed

Concrete screed placed along with grouting of shear keys

Timber battens placed in shear key to receive

fixings from below



SpanWright floors have a textured soffit to allow a bond
and skim finish to be applied directly to the slab.

Dropped ceilings allow room for placing services under-
neath the slabs. Battens can be placed between slabs at

the time of fitting to make counter battening easier.

Slabs can be cantilevered up to 1.2m to accommodate
stair openings.

Hanger brackets can be fabricated to support slabs
around openings.

Slabs are commonly used at ground floor and service
openings can be accommodated.

Where slabs are used in a dormer bungalow, the wall
plate is usually fixed to the slab as indicated.

battens

cantilever

hanger bracket

services

wallplates



slab properties

loading requirements

Self weight of slabs is approximately 2.5kn/m2

BS 6399 gives the required load carrying capacities for various appli-

cations. Some common applications are:

Housing - 1.5kn/m2

Garages - 2.5kn/m2

Industrial - 5.0kn/m2

Note: Wall loads are in addition to the above.

For details of floor finish types see centre page.
Tables give load bearing capacity in kn/m2.
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do’s and dont’s

do:

• Read and adhere to all job specific customer information

• Use only specified mix when grouting/placing structural screed

• Allow one cubic metre of grout for every 75m2 flooring

don’t:

• Leave floor ungrouted

• Leave out any specified steel 

• Load unpropped floors

Finish Floor Type
Clear Span

(m)



frequently asked questions

 Can walls be built off SpanWright?
alls can be built off SpanWright slabs in most cases. The type of wall 
nstruction depends largely on the span of the slabs. The SpanWright
sign division will indicate on each customer drawing whether concrete

ock, 
htweight block or studwork partitions are suitable.

Are deeper foundations required?
enerally foundations are capable of carrying the additional load without 
anging the design. Piled foundations sometimes require additional design.
ease inform your engineer/architect that you are planning to use slabs, as 
rly as possible.

 Is it necessary to build thicker walls?
ider walls are usually only required where two slabs meet on a wall. Our
sign division will highlight any requirement for wider walls when producing
slab layout drawing.

Are concrete floors more costly than timber joists?
ecast concrete floors are generally more expensive than timber joists.

panWright’s special design makes them the most cost effective precast
tion. Overall cost will vary depending on the finishing method used.

dditional costs can be as little as 10%. [Maurice Creighan (Local Building
ontractor) reported that he saved one weeks labour per house by using
panWright Slabs, therefore 
creasing speed and reducing labour costs].

 Is SpanWright suitable for use on small sized houses?
panWright slabs have been used on various sites ranging from small 
midetached houses to large apartment blocks.

 When is SpanWright used at ground floor level?
ome building authorities recommend use of a suspended slab for structural 
asons where depth of fill exceeds 600mm. Generally a suspended slab
comes the cheaper option where depths exceed 900mm. This however is
pendent on availability of stone and labour.

Are heavier lintels required?
 most cases lintels carrying slabs are required to be 225mm deep.
ronger lintels are required for openings over 1800mm wide. Your archi-
ct/engineer should however be consulted as this is only a guideline.

slabs must remain propped until grout has cured
and all construction loads have been removed.

slabs must be grouted before work proceeds




